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Student death protocols vary across UNC system
By Blake Weaver
Senior Writer

This article contains graphic depictions of suicide and mental health.
Jen received a late-night text from
a friend from high school, a student
at UNC. He said he wanted to end
his life.
Jen, a student at Appalachian
State University whose name has
been changed for anonymity, reached
out to other friends at UNC to see
what resources were available, especially ones that could be used during
an emergency at night.
She and her friends found
instructions to call 911, go to a
local emergency room or call UNC
Police. Other instructions included
descriptions of UNC’s Counseling
and Psychological Services walk-in
hours and listings for the National
Suicide Prevention Lifeline.
Though her friend was able to get
support that night, she feared the
worst. According to sources at App
State, there have been two suicides
on their campus this academic year.
Chris Hogan, the director of
the Counseling and Psychological
Services Center at App State, said he
felt that students have great access to
services and are able to see someone
the same day they come in.
The counseling center at App
State saw 2,500 students in the 201718 academic year, which is almost
1,000 more than numbers five years
ago, he said.
App State received $19,150 for
training in prevention programs
from the North Carolina Chapter of
the American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention in January 2017.
Hogan said he could not confirm

reports of any suicides on App State’s
campus this year.
“A lot of times I don’t even know
what has happened,” he said. “The
way that it works is, if there is a student death, that goes to the medical
examiner and that information goes
to the family.”
He said sometimes App State
won’t get the information, and in
any event when there is a student
death, officials will treat the death
similarly due to their lack of knowledge of the circumstances.
He said officials will likely not share
a wide communication with students
and will mainly only reach out to those
closely connected to the student who
died and focus on aftermath care.
Within the past four years, two
students have died in two different
residence halls at UNC.
Allen O’Barr, the director of CAPS
at UNC, said in the event of incident
on campus like these, CAPS is generally right on the scene and will work
with the Dean of Students to make
services available.
“For instance, the Morrison event,
I was there within five minutes after
it happened,” he said. “We try to get
to the scene immediately.”
He said CAPS has placed a focus
on front-loading their resources so
students who come in can be seen
that same day, something he said
UNC was on the cutting edge of
doing as an institution.
In the 2017-18 academic year,
O’Barr said at UNC, CAPS saw 14.5
percent of the University population and primary care saw 2.5 percent regarding mental health-related issues.
He said the percentage is high
when compared to other colleges and

SOURCE: CENTER FOR COLLEGIATE MENTAL HEALTH 2016 ANNUAL REPORT

universities, but he said this is likely
due to the allocation of resources and
being able to see students quicker.
The Center for Collegiate Mental
Health found in their 2015 report
that counseling center usage
increased by 30 percent over five
years, while average institutional
enrollment grew by only 5 percent.
He said the resources required to
serve the campus are increasing every
year, and that CAPS has extended

their resources as far as they can.
He said a task force has been set
up by UNC to review mental health
and make recommendations for
next steps.
O’Barr said he feels those facing
suicidal thoughts have been served
well, even when some individuals
facing recurring suicidal ideation
and trauma recovery have to be
referred outside of CAPS.
He said the issue is not a matter
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of CAPS’ capacity to help, but rather
students’ need for longer term care.
O’Barr also said those feeling
like they haven’t been served well
because they have to be referred out
is one of the primary things the task
force is seriously looking at.
“That’s been an ongoing issue for
years,” he said. “We see as many people as we can but we just don’t have
the resources to see everyone.”
city@dailytarheel.com

Confederate group brings guns to campus; no arrests made
By Charlie McGee
Senior Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF DANIEL HOSTERMAN.
A pro-Confederate protester shakes hands with UNC Police officer Timothy
Tickle after Tickle explained to protesters the boundaries of UNC’s campus.

As students and activists gathered Saturday on the ground where
Silent Sam once stood, a group of
out-of-town individuals entered
UNC’s campus – one openly-carrying a gun, others concealed-carrying
and a few more with either knives, a
baton or handcuffs.
The armed group stood in front
of Memorial Hall, just beyond the
view of those gathering in McCorkle
Place, wearing Confederate clothing
and memorabilia. Bill Miller, a resident of Gloucester County, Virginia,
wore a participation patch for the
2017 “Unite the Right” rally, where
a white supremacist murdered an
activist with a car.
Most of the individuals had
already attended previous rallies over
Silent Sam. Durham documentary
photographer Daniel Hosterman
intercepted them as they came onto
campus, photographing the weapons he could see and collecting time
stamps throughout the visit that he
provided to The Daily Tar Heel.

“I think that they probably would
have been happiest if somebody
would have taken their bait and
attacked them so that they could
shoot them,” Hosterman said.
North Carolina law makes it a felony to possess a firearm, openly or concealed, on any educational property. It
also sets extensive guidelines for weapons that translate to a misdemeanor.
However, neither University nor
town police charged, arrested or issued
trespass orders during the event.
“Due to immediate uncertainty
on Saturday about the application
of these laws to the Cameron Avenue
right of way, which is maintained by
the Town of Chapel Hill, no arrest
was made in this case,” the University
said in a statement released Monday.
Randolph County resident Lance
Spivey, co-founder of the Heirs To
The Confederacy, carried a camouflage-skin pistol on his hip at UNC
last weekend.
Less than a week earlier, Spivey
had written a blog post reflecting
on a rally he attended in McCorkle
last month. He expressed a range
of views, including that the United

States is under assault from “foreign
invaders” like undocumented immigrants and Muslims.
Spivey also wrote, “I am willing to
die for what I believe; I am more so
ready to kill for it,” referencing what
he views as a connection between
Confederate monuments and overall freedom.
After lingering in front of
Memorial Hall for over 10 minutes
on Saturday, Hosterman said, the
armed individuals – who brought
two young children with them – were
approached by UNC Police.
For around three minutes, Lt.
Timothy Tickle explained to them the
boundaries of campus, according to
a video taken at the time by an Heirs
To The Confederacy member. The
pro-Confederates asked Tickle multiple times for further elaboration due
to them not being from the area.
“Now if you’re passing through, we
won’t say too much about the weapons, but now that I’ve talked to you,
this is gonna be you guys’ only warning
today, OK?” Tickle told the group.

SEE CONFEDERATES, PAGE 7
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SOFTBALL VS. GEORGIA TECH

#3

FRIDAY, MARCH 22 AT 6PM • ANDERSON STADIUM
+3 FEVER POINTS • TGIF! FREE HOT DOG + SODA FOR THE FIRST 25 STUDENTS!

WOMEN’S LACROSSE VS. #1 BOSTON COLLEGE

SATURDAY, MARCH 23 AT NOON • UNC LACROSSE & SOCCER STADIUM
+3 FEVER POINTS • FREE SHIRTS FOR THE FIRST 500 FANS!

ADMISSION TO THESE EVENTS IS FREE FOR UNC STUDENTS, FACUTLY, AND STAFF WITH A VALID UNC ONE CARD. FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

Climbed a mountain and I turned around.
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Med students get matched with residencies
The medical students
will work as residential
physicians for 3-5 years.
By Janet Haver
Staff Writer

Over 150 students in the UNC
School of Medicine found out their
placement for residency training, the
next step on their path toward becoming doctors, on Friday, March 15.
Unlike applying for undergraduate programs, these students aren’t
given the option to select the location
of their residency training. Rather,
they apply to programs across the
country, interview at some of these
programs and then rank their top
choices. Following the interviews,
the programs also get to rank their
top choice of students.
“The students spend time in the
fall and in the winter interviewing
at programs and then starting in
January, and ending in February,
the students and the programs enter
their match list,” said Dr. Georgette
Dent, associate dean for student
affairs in the School of Medicine.
“And then there is a computer
program, it’s run by the NRMP,
the National Residency Matching
Program, that literally matches students to programs.”
Once both the students and the
programs enter their choices, it
becomes a waiting game until Match
Day, held annually in March.
While the actual matching process is handled entirely through the
NRMP computer program, Dent and
her colleagues at the UNC School of
Medicine still help their students
prepare by refining resumes and
practicing for interviews.
“We are involved in it, in terms of

counseling and helping the students
get ready,” Dent said. “There’s a lot of
strategy involved in it.”
Determining the appropriate strategy for the application is dependent on
the individual student, said Dr. Julie
Byerley, executive vice dean for education of the UNC School of Medicine.
“Our advising is individually tailored. It depends on what discipline
the student is entering and what
their academic profile looks like,”
Byerley said.
In some specialties there are more
applicants than spots available,
Byerley said.
“Then, it’s very competitive and
we advise our students based on their
own academic accomplishments and
what is the typical profile for that
particular discipline,” Byerley said.
These 156 students, graduating
from the UNC School of Medicine
in May, will complete their residency training in 31 states, as well
as the District of Columbia. With a
completed medical education, these
students will work as resident physicians from anywhere to 3 to 5 years,
depending on their specialty.
While the application process and
interviews can be stressful, the end
result is a celebration for all.
“It is such an exciting time, you
know, regardless of the end outcome
as far as what program people match
into, it is such a celebration that they
have jobs, that they are going to get
to use their skills and their education
and the hard work that they’ve put
into doctoring,” Byerley said.
Anthony McClenny, a fourthyear student in the UNC School
of Medicine and a graduate of the
Gillings School of Global Public
Health, found out he matched into
his top choice of residency programs
on Friday. McClenny will be continu-
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Bondurant Hall is home to UNC-CH’s School of Medicine. UNC medical
students were matched with residency programs on Friday, March 15.

“I stopped playing basketball a long time ago, and I
decided to compete for the
academic draft.”
Anthony McClenny

Fourth-year UNC medical student

ing his path towards pediatrics in
Washington, D.C. at the Children’s
National Medical Center.
He compared the anxiety of waiting to find out his match to that of a
state championship basketball game
he played in during high school.

“You know, you’re excited to play,
but at the same time, there’s so much
at stake,” McClenny said.
Nearly a decade after his high
school basketball days, McClenny said
he felt like he was entering something
similar to the NFL or NBA draft.
“I stopped playing basketball
a long time ago, and I decided to
compete for the academic draft.
The medicine draft,” McClenny said.
“It really is like a dream come true
for someone, for all of us, who have
spent literally a decade of our lives
trying to make it into the league.”
@HaverJanet
university@dailytarheel.com

‘Drag Queens Are Coming!’ showing Friday at Cat’s Cradle
By Kyra Miles
Staff Writer

Featuring fresh, fun, fierce and
local drag queens, the second season
of the “Drag Queens Are Coming!”
show at Cat’s Cradle is on Friday,
March 22 at 10 p.m.
After a hiatus, hostess Naomi Dix
is back, and she said she plans for
this show to be a cohesive and polished artistic experience.
With the rise in popularity of the
TV show “RuPaul’s Drag Race,” Dix
said that now drag has never been

more culturally dynamic. Drag as an
art form and a cultural experience
has made its way into the consciousness of mainstream media.
Dix said it’s important to remember talented drag queens are in your
area, and drag is not an unattainable
art form that only exists in major
metropolitan cities.
Dix, who organizes all the performances, said she tries to incorporate
something special at each show. This
show’s special halftime performance
features Vivica C. Coxx, creator of the
House of Coxx and Dix’s “drag mother.”

The show will feature performances from Dustin Reams and Stormie
Daie, as well as a special out-of-state
queen named Tifa Wine.
Daie is also the drag daughter of
Coxx, and she said this show will be
perfect for the Spring Equinox.
“Spring is here,” Daie said. “We
are going to be awake, we are going
to be alive, we are going to be warm
and having fun.”
Daie said her drag is inspired by
classic hip hop divas, and it wouldn’t
be where it was without community
support. Between collaborations with

local textile makers, musicians and
artists, Daie’s drag is a compilation of
many people’s creativity.
Daie said local creative collaboration makes the community stronger.
Sammy Truong, also known as DJ
Yammy, is the featured DJ for the
event and he is just one factor of the
creative community collaboration.
Truong has been working as a DJ
for 15 years and was introduced to the
Durham drag scene by working with
Coxx, which is where he met Dix. He
loves working with the queens and see
their creativity and individuality.

Truong has worked with queens on
community campaigns that include
teaching sex positivity and consent.
Dix said that drag is all about
acceptance and love, and that this
show is an extension of that.
“‘Drag Queens Are Coming’ is my
baby, and the people that are at the
show, whether they’ve been following me for five years, two years, one
year, six months, a month, they are
all my friends,” Dix said. “Anybody
that comes to the show, I consider
you to be a friend.”
arts@dailytarheel.com
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The UNC Scandal Bracket

1 OBAMA CHOOSES DOOK TO WIN BRACKET
8 DTH TROLLS

N.C. Rep. Nasif Majeed, D-District 99, in a
DTH article.
1 FALL OF SILENT SAM
8 SAM’S EXTENSIONS

3 ZION’S SHOEGATE
6 UNC’S HARD BRACKET
4 WINSTON POOPER

3 COPS SHAKE HANDS W/ ARMED RACISTS

South
The higher powers

East
The internet

I have served many years in
the city of Charlotte, and my
service was linked to the people
and being a representative for
the people. My religion, I just
happen to be Muslim.

6 KENAN WAS RACIST
4 SILENT SAM’S SHRINE

FEATURED ONLINE READER
COMMENT
“UNC should create a class on
how to be your best victim.
An A in victimization gets
you a free soft serve from the
Student Union.”
Gary Paul Cox, commenting on a DTH
article about emotional abuse.

5 TOPO MOUNTAINS

5 AYCOCK WAS RACIST

2 BABES WHO BLADE

2 FOLT RESIGNATION

7 LUMBERJACK MEN

7 SPELLINGS RESIGNS Folt will probably be a better chancellor at USC than she was here.
Without a Confederate statue to
1 SBP ELECTIONS defend there’s only so many ways she
can let her students down.

1 DOOK KILLS LIGHT RAIL
8 PTA THRIFT

8 TPUSA’S DTH TWEETS

If we end up having to play Dook in the
final, classes will need to be canceled
3 IMPEACHED STUDENT LEADERS for a week regardless of the outcome.

3 BURNING COUCHES
6 RIP BSKI’S
4 HIBACHI RAISES PRICE

West
Around town

Midwest
Campus

6 TWO HURRICANES Fun fact: Apparently, all you need to
4 SPIDERGATE

2 OBAMA ON CAMPUS

2 MORE. PIZZA. PLACES.
7 RIP ROOTS

7 PUTNAM’S TWEETS

COLUMN

Students, view our campus leaders as human beings
My job as a server allowed
me to see a different side of
campus leaders.

W

hile working at my serving
job, I approached my third
table of the shift on a rainy,
dull Sunday night. A father had taken
his daughter and her boyfriend to
dinner, and was jolly and full of life
when the weather begged otherwise.
I noticed his joking manner with
the two, relaxed and genuinely happy
to be sharing a moment with family
over conversations of Dungeons &
Dragons. He was kind to me, and
invited me to laugh along with him
each time I visited the table.
Finally, as the meal came to a
close, he asked if I was in school and
where — as many guests do. I told
him proudly, “UNC, sir!” and a smirk

Emma Kenfield
Sophomore journalism major from
Johns Creek, Ga.
email: emmalee9@live.
unc.edu

appeared on his face.
“You don’t remember me, do you?”
My mind went blank and my face
went red — had I served him before?
Had we had this conversation more
than once?
“I used to be your Vice Chancellor,”
he said, still smiling.
Im m e d i a t e l y I r e m e m b e r e d
listening to him describe my future
at my first-year student orientation,
convincing me for the first time that
I was a part of this #TarHeelNation
at last. Embarrassed, I apologized,
and Winston Crisp laughed —
proceeding to tell me how happy he

has been, catching up with family
and living stress-free.
I am guilty of associating our
visible authority with robotic,
s e r i o u s fi g u r e h e a d s . I h av e a
tendency to point out what is not
being done at UNC. Following the
sudden trend of changing leadership
this academic year, I have only paid
attention to which replacement
will be better than the last. I saw
leadership here as respectable but
disposable. Most of all, not once
have I sat and wondered how Carol
Folt, Margaret Spellings or Winston
Crisp are doing with the changes.
“Out with the old and in with
the new” is a pretty harsh term to
use in regards to human beings.
Leaders are people too. And, as
Crisp explained to me, they don’t
see themselves as anything but the
average person — they don’t see

themselves as figureheads, advocates
or discipliners, but as fathers, friends
and leaders. He joked that he had to
remind himself that we perceived
him as intimidating or in charge,
that he couldn’t simply walk around
campus without people noticing.
Maybe we should step back and
try to perceive our leaders the way
they perceive themselves: as normal
human beings just trying to live
their lives as best they can. Perhaps,
that way, we’d be less eager to blame
all negatives on the faces of this
university regardless of their impact.
So, I wish you all luck — fallen
soldiers! You weren’t all perfect,
but hey, neither am I, and neither is
anyone. I hope you are living happily.
P. S . Mr. C r i s p , i f y o u a r e
listening, I hope to see you in my
section again soon.

COLUMN

Imposter syndrome and feeling like a fraud
It’s hard not to compare
yourself when surrounded
by UNC students.

he end of the year is within
reach, and people are starting
to decide on their next steps.
From prestigious internships to
exciting study abroad programs,
everyone seems to have something
big in store for them this summer.
As I watch my peers announce
their summer plans, each opportunity
more impressive than the next, I’m
intimidated. I’m still not sure what
I’ll be doing this summer, but it will
surely pale in comparison to a top
tier internship in New York City or
Washington, D.C.
Here’s the thing: UNC is a highly
respected, illustrious institution.

do in order to avoid being arrested for
flagrantly breaking the law is shake
the police officer’s hand.

5 FINALS SNOW DAY Obama picked Dook over UNC in

5 COSMIC RAISES PRICE
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Paige Masten
Sophomore journalism and economics
major from Raleigh,
N.C.
email: pmmasten@live.
unc.edu

There is an abundance of remarkable
people here. And I am so lucky to be
one of them, and I am so grateful to
share this space with such incredibly
talented individuals.
But with it comes a lot of pressure
and competition. It’s a toxic, deceptive
environment that easily stokes
cynicism in all of us. Trapped in a
cycle of social comparison, we reveal
only what we want the world to see:
our best, most intelligent selves. Our
resumes become status symbols in the
hopes of proving ourselves worthy of

our place here. We trick others into
thinking we’re superhuman.
And because of that, I so often
feel inadequate. I feel exceptionally
mediocre. Although I have much to
be proud of, I see my successes as
lackluster when compared to those
of my peers. I convince myself I do
not deserve to be here, surrounded
by people who are far more skilled
and accomplished than I could ever
hope to be. I panic every time I’m
reminded that I know so little about
so much, while those around me
seem to know everything.
I’m not the only one, though.
Imposter syndrome, or the inability
to internalize your accomplishments,
is a deep-seated fear of being
exposed for a lack of knowledge and/
or experience. And, as expected, it is
quite common in higher education.

Im p o s t e r s y n d r o m e a ff e c t s
e ver yone, but it is especially
prevalent among minorities. Society
is ever so quick to question the
success of minority students, always
refusing to believe in their ability to
achieve things through their own
merit. And as much as I struggle
to feel as if I belong here, I know
there are people around me who are
struggling so much more. They were
never made to feel welcome here in
the first place.
So, here’s a message for anyone
who needs to hear it: you are
enough. You are smart. You are
capable. You are good at something
— in fact, I bet you’re good at a lot
of things. You deserve to be where
you are.
Never forget that.

the National Championship and my
heart is shattered. SHATTERED.
Why did I let those Pit sitters talk me
into signing up for Dance Marathon.
Some people don’t think Janis Joplin
is a blues singer and I’ve never been
more insulted in my entire life.
I hate when people say “fake news”
as a joke.
I can’t believe there are people out
there who think baseball is more
interesting than basketball.
Today I actually saw a girl shopping
for lingerie in my lecture class.
Places that don’t spell Tar Heel correctly: It is not one word!
Today was the first day of spring
but I’m wearing my winter coat.
Disappointed but not surprised.
I never thought I’d say I’m rooting for a
team in North Dakota, but here we are.
Counting down the days until the
next scandalous resignation in the
UNC administration. But hey, it’ll
make great memes.
Not to be a square, but please stop
having wholeass conversations
during lectures.

SPEAK OUT
WRITING GUIDELINES
• Please type. Handwritten letters will not
be accepted.
• Sign and date. No more than two people should sign letters.
• Students: Include your year, major and
phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department
and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity,
accuracy and vulgarity. Limit letters to
250 words.

SUBMISSION
• Drop off or mail to our office at 109
E. Franklin St. Chapel Hill, NC 27514
Email: opinion@dailytarheel.com

EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and
letters do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff. Editorials
reflect the opinions of The Daily Tar Heel
editorial board, which comprises 15 board
members, the opinion assistant editor and
editor and the editor-in-chief.
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Carol Folt selected as USC’s first female president
Folt was chosen through a
seven-month search process
and will start in July.
By Rachel Jones
Editor-in-Chief

Less than two months after her
departure from UNC, Carol Folt has
found a new role. She was selected
and approved as the University of
Southern California’s new president
on Wednesday after a seven-month
search process by the university’s Presidential Search Advisory
Committee. When she begins the job
this summer, she will become USC’s
first female president.

“The committee conducted multiple day-long interviews with the
semi-finalists in addition to comprehensive vetting,” said Rick Caruso,
the chairperson of USC’s Board of
Trustees, in a message to the USC
community. “Through this process,
it became evident that Dr. Folt is the
leader who most embodies the qualities we seek and is the right person
to be our president, both now and for
the long term.”
The Los Angeles-based university has made recent headlines for
a college admissions scandal. More
than 50 individuals, including four
USC athletics officials and several
wealthy parents of students at the
school, were charged by Department

of Justice prosecutors last week in
a wide-ranging investigation into
admissions-related bribes at prominent universities.
Folt sent out a message to the USC
community on Wednesday, saying
that she is excited to begin her work
getting to know the university community and shaping the direction of
the university.
“Of course, I also see that our
community is deeply troubled by a
number of immediate challenges,”
she said in the message. “I assure you
that we will meet these challenges
together directly, decisively, and with
honesty and candor.”
Folt also referenced her academic
background in the state of California.

She came to the state as a community college student and completed her
undergraduate and masters’ degrees
at the University of California, Santa
Barbara, and a doctorate of ecology
at the University of California, Davis.
Folt announced her resignation
and authorized the removal of Silent
Sam’s base and plaques simultaneously in a Jan. 14 email to the University
community, saying that she would
step down from her position in May.
The Board of Governors, which was
not notified of Folt’s decision prior to
the email, voted soon after to move
her last day up to Jan. 31.
Folt may be an attractive get for
USC in the midst of national controversy after a tenure at UNC that

included schisms over Confederate
monument Silent Sam, a sevenyear-long investigation into UNC’s
academic-athletic scandal and a
federal investigation that found the
University in violation of Title IX.
Folt’s predecessor is Wanda
Austin, who has served as USC
interim president for the past nine
months. Austin will return to her
former position as a USC Board of
Trustees member on June 30.
“These last nine months have been
the most turbulent in the University’s
140-year history,” Caruso wrote in his
announcement of Folt’s selection. “And
yet, (Austin) has exhibited leadership,
courage, selflessness and grace.”
university@dailytarheel.com

Cosmic Cantina will raise its prices starting on April 2
By Samantha Perry
Staff Writer

Your go-to burrito is going to be
a little more expensive, but for a
good reason.
On Sunday, Cosmic Cantina
placed a sign outside of its door
informing customers that its prices would be increasing starting on
April 2.
“In order to pay our beautiful
employees competitively and to support rising food costs, we sometimes
increase our prices. In this case, we
will increase prices by 9 percent,”
the sign reads.
Cosmic Cantina, located at 128
East Franklin St., serves burritos,
tacos and other Mexican-inspired
cuisine. The restaurant is known for
being open until 4 a.m. and serving
quality food at a reasonable price.
According to the sign, it has been
five years since the restaurant last

increased its prices, but Assistant
Manager Yeshua Sanchez said the
change is necessary to keep the prime
location and quality of their food.
The sign also stated the price
increase closely follows inflation,
which has increased nationally over
the last five years.
More businesses in Chapel Hill
are supporting a living wage in 2019,
and Sanchez said Cosmic Cantina
also aims to respect the financial
needs of its workers.
UNC first-year Samuel Finlay,
an employee at the restaurant, said
the price increase could help support workers and allow the restaurant to explore ways to reduce their
environmental impact. He also said
the restaurant discussed potentially
replacing their Styrofoam cups and
plastic straws, although nothing has
been decided.
Cosmic Cantina has been a source
of late-night affordable eats in

Chapel Hill since 1999. The restaurant has become a favorite of locals
and students alike.
“Honestly the first time I took
a bite of one of their burritos, I
thought I must be dreaming, it’s that
good,” said Adrianne Cleven, a UNC
junior studying journalism and religious studies.
Cleven said she visits Cosmic
Cantina multiple times a week, and
that the 9 percent increase would have
no impact on her loyalty as a customer.
Sanchez said he believed customers would not shy away from the price
increases, and many had expected the
change to happen eventually.
The sign reiterates Sanchez’s hope
for continued patronage.
“We hope our food, service, and
quality merit continued loyalty and
we definitely appreciate all the support we receive from our lovely customer community,” the sign said.
city@dailytarheel.com

DTH/JACK GARSIDE
UNC student and Cosmic employee Samuel Finlay makes a burrito on Thursday.
On April 2, Cosmic will increase its prices in order to support rising food costs.
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AYMESTER
May 15-May 31, 2019

Earn 3 credits in 3 weeks in Maymester. Check out the listing
below for courses, professors and Gen Ed requirements.
Find a complete course description at

summer.unc.edu

AAAD 201 Introduction to African Literature: Contemporary Short Stories (3),
Donato Fhunsu. LA, BN

EXSS 288 Emergency Care of Athletic Injuries and Illness (3), Meredith Petschauer.

AAAD 250 Black Film 1900 to Present (3), Charlene Regester, VP

GLBL 415 Dealing with Difference: Criminal Justice, Race, and Social Movements
in Globalization (3), Michael Osterweil. GL, US

AAAD 260 Blacks in Latin America (3), Kia Caldwell. HS, BN, GL

GLBL 415 Globalization and Sports (3), Jonathan Weiler.

AMST 225 The Ethics of Stand Up Comedy (3), Michele Robinson. PH, NA

HIST/AMST/ANTH 234 Native American Tribal Studies (3), Malinda Maynor
Lowery. HS, NA, US

AMST 257 Melville: In Pursuit of Moby-Dick (3), Tim Marr. LA, CI, NA

HIST 240 Introduction to Mexico: A Nation in Four Revolutions (3), Cynthia
Radding. HS, BN

AMST 278 Crimes and Punishment (3), Seth Kotch. HS, NA, CI
ANTH 125 Canine Cultures (3), Margaret Wiener. SS, GL
ANTH 149 Great Discoveries in Archaeology (3), Benjamin Arbuckle. HS, WB

HIST/PWAD 245 The United States and the Cold War: Origins, Development,
Legacy (3), Klaus Larres. HS, GL

ANTH 423 Written in Bone: CSI and the Science of Death Investigation (3), Dale
Hutchinson. PL

HRNS 350 Startup Bootcamp: From Idea to Actionable Business Plan (3), Kurt
Schmidt.

ARTH 158 Introduction to East Asian Art and Architecture (3), Miyuki Girardelli.
VP, WB

HNRS 353 Silicon Revolution (3), James Leloudis. HS

ARTS 132 Collage: Strategies for Thinking and Making (3), Joy Cox. VP

MASC/ENEC 220 North Carolina Estuaries: Environmental Processes and Problems
(3), Marc Alperin. Includes one full week at the Institute of Marine Sciences
(IMS) in Morehead City. Separate program fee and application required. EE, PX

ARTS 290 Special Topics: Introduction to Social Practice Art (3), Hong-An Truong.

MEJO 376 Sports Marketing and Advertising (3), John Sweeney.

ASIA 124 Iranian Post 1979 Cinema (3), Claudia Yaghoobi. EE, LA, BN

MEJO 390 Interactive Media Workshop (3), Tamara Rice.

ASIA/JWST/PWAD 425 Beyond Hostilities: Israeli-Palestinian Exchange and
Collaboration in Literature, Film and Music (3), Yaron Shemer. BN, GL

MEJO 421 TV News Reporting and Producing (3), C. A. Tuggle.

ARTH 551 Introduction to Museum Studies (3), Lyneise Williams. VP, NA, EE

BIOL 469 Behavioral Ecology (3), Karin Pfennig.

MEJO 475 Concepts of Marketing (3), Heidi Kaminski.
PHIL 101 Introduction to Philosophy: Main Problems (3), Mariska Leunissen. PH

CLAR 380 Life in Ancient Pompeii (3), Herica Valladares. HS, WB

PLAN 375 Real Estate Development (3), Emil Malizia. EE

COMM 422 Family Communication (3), Kumi Silva. US, GL
COMM 453 The History of New Media Technology in Everyday Life (3), Michael
Palm.
COMM 636 Interactive Media (3), Joyce Rudinsky.
DRAM 170 The Player Actor: Theatre Games and Improvisation (3), Julia Gibson.
DRAM 245 Acting for the Camera & Production (3), Aubrey Snowden.

PLAN 704 Theory of Planning I (3), Bill Lester.
PLCY/PWAD 101 Making Public Policy (3), Daniel Gitterman. NA, SS
PLCY/PWAD 330 Negotiation & Mediation: The Practice of Conflict Management
(3), Shai Tamari. CI
POLI 130 Introduction to Comparative Politics (3), Rahsaan Maxwell. SS, BN, GL
POLI/PWAD 150 International Relations and World Politics (3), Navin Bapat. SS, GL

DRAM 260 Advanced Stagecraft (3), David Navalinsky. VP, EE

POLI 288 Strategy and Politics (3), Anna Bassi. SS, QI

DRAM 290 Special Topics: Writing for the 30-Minute TV Comedy.
DRAM 300 Directing for the Camera/On-Camera Directing and Production (3),
Tracey Bersley. CI
ECON 468 Principles of Soviet and Post-Soviet Economic Systems (3), Steven
Rosefielde.
EDUC 132 Career Planning (1), Catherine Allen.
EDUC 524 Learning on the Edge: Theories of Experiential Education (3), Cheryl
Bolick. EE
EDUC 532 Introduction to Development and Learning (3), Sandra Evarrs.
EDUC 615 School and Community Collaboration (3), Brian Gibbs. EE, US
ENEC/GEOG 264 Conservation of Biodiversity in Theory and Practice (3), Geoff
Bell. EE
ENGL 121 British Literature, 19th and Early 20th Century (3), Laurie Langbauer.
LA, CI, NA

POLI/PWAD 458 International Conflict Management and Resolution (3), Mark
Crescenzi. SS
PSYC 225 Sensation and Perception (3), Vicki Chanon. PL
PSYC 245 Abnormal Psychology (3), Charlie Wiss. PL
PSYC 330 Introduction to Cognitive Science (3), Peter C. Gordon. PL
PSYC 501 Theoretical and Empirical Perspective on Personality (3), Patrick
Harrison. SS
RELI 165 Mysticism (3), Jessica Boon. HS, WB
RELI 208 Birth of Christianity (3), Hugo Mendez. HS, NA, WB
RELI 246 Supernatural Encounters: Zombies, Vampires, Demons and the Occult in
the Americas (3), Brendan Thornton. SS, GL
SOCI 122 Race and Ethnic Relations (3), Kathleen J. Fitzgerald. SS, US
SPAN 300 Spanish Composition and Grammar Review (3), Gosia Lee.

ENGL 281 Literature and Media (3), Florence Dore. LA

SPAN 351 Spanish Interpretation I (3), Tamara Cabrera.

ENGL 443 American Literature Before 1860: Emerson, Thoreau and American
Transcendentalism (3), Philip Gura. LA, NA

WGST 101 Introduction to Women’s and Gender Studies (3), Tanya Shields. SS, US

Nothing could be finer.
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Bill could force sheriffs to cooperate with ICE
By Brent Van Vliet
Staff Writer

A proposed bill by Republican
legislators in the N.C. House of
Representatives would require local
law enforcement officers to cooperate with federal immigration authorities or face penalties.
The bill, HB 370, was filed on
March 14 and has the support
of House Speaker Tim Moore,
R-District 111.
An Immigration and Customs
Enforcement detainer is a request by
ICE that local law enforcement holds
prisoners suspected of being undocumented immigrants an extra 48
hours after their scheduled release
date. Raul Pinto, a senior staff attorney at the N.C. Justice Center, said
this is done to allow federal immigration officials time to come to a jail or
prison to take custody of that person.
The proposed legislation would
require local law enforcement, particularly county sheriffs, to determine
whether people arrested and charged
with a crime are subject to those
detainers, and if so, comply with them.
HB 370 also prohibits sheriffs
from barring federal immigration
authorities from entering their jails.
If local governments refused to
comply with the order, the law makes
it possible for them to be penalized
up to $25,500 per day.
“If the law-abiding citizens of North
Carolina are subject to enforcement
of state and federal law, then illegal
immigrants detained for committing
crimes should be too,” Moore said in
an online post explaining the bill.
N.C. Rep. Destin Hall, R-District-87,
is also quoted in the post.
“Several sheriffs in North Carolina
aren’t communicating with their fellow law enforcement officers about
the detention of illegal immigrants
accused of crimes,” Hall said. “These
sheriffs are putting politics ahead of
public safety. Their failure to cooperate with immigration officials only
puts more innocent people and officers in harm’s way.”
Orange County Sheriff Charles
Blackwood has previously said in
a statement his department’s longstanding policy is not to comply with
ICE detainers without probable cause

that the person is undocumented. He
said courts have found that detainers
don’t have to be followed.
Blackwood declined to comment
on HB 370.
N.C. Rep. Graig Meyer, D-District
50, sharply criticized the Republican
legislators who introduced and support the bill.
“This is a Republican ideology
bill. They are trying to find a local
way to build on Trump’s anti-immigrant rhetoric and fire up their base,”
Meyer said. “I think it’s actually pretty disturbing to have this type of piling on against immigrants who are
working hard and trying to find a
way to become members of our community, and the Republicans’ desire
to build on anti-immigrant rhetoric
while we’re in a period where white
nationalism and xenophobia are on
the rise is troubling to me.”
Other opponents of the bill had a
number of concerns, from its legality
to community safety.
Pinto said he saw the bill as
a response to sheriffs in North
Carolina including a refusal to comply with ICE detainers as part of
their campaign promises.
Pinto said relationships between
local police and federal immigration
authorities would make communities with large immigrant populations less safe. He said when there
is mistrust between community
members and local police, reports of
domestic violence and sexual assault
have been shown to decrease.
Deborah Weissman, a UNC law
professor who specializes in immigration law, said HB 370 enters a
gray area of law when states require
localities to comply with federal laws.
Mary Jose Espinoza, a civic
engagement organizer with El
Pueblo, also said HB 370 would
increase an already growing mistrust
between immigrant communities
and law enforcement.
“We know that people are scared
of even local police now, so that’s one
of our concerns with this bill is that if
there’s already such a big gap in the
distrust between local law enforcement and immigrant communities,
what a bill like this would do to stratify that gap,” Espinoza said.
city@dailytarheel.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRIS SEWARD/RALEIGH NEWS & OBSERVER/TNS
N.C. House Speaker Tim Moore speaks as the General Assembly convenes for a special session on Dec. 21, 2016.

Mandarin magnet program raises concerns about racial inequity
By Julia Masters
Staff Writer

The proposed Mandarin Dual
Language Magnet Program at
Glenwood Elementary School,
approved by the Chapel HillCarrboro City Schools Board of
Education on Sept. 20, has raised
concerns of racial inequity and
improper planning.
The program was originally to go
into effect in the fall of 2019, but was
delayed until fall 2020.
The Racial Equity Report Card,
produced by the Youth Justice
Project, reported white students in
Orange County were 2.2 times more
likely to score as “career and college
ready” than Black students in the
2017-18 school year, based on standardized testing.
The Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP
chapter believes the racial inequity
that the Mandarin program would create is part of a deeper problem in the
community. Wanda Hunter, co-chairperson of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro
NAACP Education Committee, said
the Mandarin program furthers this
inequity because of the way that it
was planned and is being implemented, not just the program itself, as she
recognizes that dual-language and
bilingual programs can be beneficial.
“In many ways, equity has been an
afterthought to this decision,” Hunter
said. “Equity should have been at the
forefront of the decision, and instead
it has been an afterthought.”
In 2015, the Campaign for Racial

Equity in Our Schools created a
report urging leaders and the Chapel
Hill-Carrboro City Schools administration to make an equity plan. The
district also committed to using a
Racial Equity Impact Assessment
tool, which is a guide of questions to
ensure equitable decisions are made.
One aspect of the tool is engaging
key stakeholders, those who would
be the most adversely affected by
the decision, in the planning process.
A town hall meeting, sponsored
by the Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP
Education Committee, was held
Thursday to inform the community of
the REIA tool, the district’s commitment to use it and ways it can be better
incorporated into decisions. The ending sentiment was that each point of
the tool should be used, equity should
be the most important component of
decisions and transparency is key.
Another complaint about the program is it will take resources away
from other areas that could benefit
more students.
Jeff Nash, executive director of
community relations for CHCCS,
said he doesn’t think one program
necessarily takes from another.
Nash said since Orange County
has two school districts instead of
one, one district cannot ask for considerably larger funds than the other.
K r i s t i e Ma t h e r, Ma n d a r i n
Advisory Committee co-chairperson,
said by the third year, now second
since the delay of the implementation, the money saved from hiring
five fewer teachers exceeds the cost

of the program.
Hunter said more than potentially
taking away resources from minority
students, the issue is about the structure of opportunity in the district.
“Our question is who is the
opportunity for, who did we have in
mind when creating this program?”
Hunter said.
She said an important aspect of
equity in this instance is not just
disadvantaging people of color, but
creating a program that advantages
white and Chinese students.
A statistic that concerned some
community members was once the
program is implemented, the number of Black students would drop to
2.1 percent of the school’s population
compared to a district average of 11.4.
Mather said the statistic was calculated under the assumption that no
new students would enter the kindergarten class, and only the first-graders
currently on the waitlist would enter;
and all traditional track students
would leave. She said she thinks neither of those assumptions are realistic.
The CHCCS administration has
made a commitment to recruiting
more families that have traditionally been underserved in the past, she
said, and a lack of marketing for the
program has led to a misconception
of the program, which is a lottery and
does not select for a particular group.
Mather said research shows
dual-language programs can be beneficial for all students.
The magnet implementation committee is working on a compromise

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/DUSTIN DUONG
In September, Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools voted to expand the Mandarin
Dual Language immersion program into a schoolwide magnet program.

proposal that came from teachers at
Glenwood. This plan keeps both traditional and Mandarin tracks while
capping enrollment to solve overcrowding issues. It will be presented
in May 2019 and voted on in June.
A group of parents started a petition to recall three CHCCS Board of
Education members, over the vote
that approved the Mandarin program.
Since implementation was delayed,
board elections will occur between
now and the start of the program.
“In the fall of 2019, there are
board elections, and there are four

seats open on a seven-member
board, so that could change a lot of
things,” Nash said.
Hunter said CHCCS has one
of the highest achievement gaps
in the state, although it is a highly
resourced school district.
“We just think this is something
that we should feel deep shame and
concern about and that we really have to be focusing our efforts
in that direction, and we don’t see
that that’s what happened in the
Mandarin program,” Hunter said.
city@dailytarheel.com
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At the conversation’s close, Tickle
shook hands with Miller, who had
an empty gun holster at his waist,
and the group left campus.
Spivey made it clear in a new
blog post Tuesday it would not be
his last visit.
“If they ban me, they ban me; it
won’t stop me from coming; they
can’t keep me off public streets,”
Spivey wrote.
UNC Police Spokesperson Randy
Young said in a statement to the
DTH that the department is aware
of Spivey’s blog posts and finds them
concerning. Handcuffs and pocket

knives, he stated, are not legally prohibited from campus, though Young
did not address what appeared to be
a baton jutting out of another man’s
pocket in a photo.
Young also did not address a
question of why Spivey faced no
arrest or charges for openly-carrying a firearm.
Referencing the individuals as
“members of a ‘Confederate heritage’ group,” the University said in
a public statement Monday that
“moving forward, possession of a
firearm will not be tolerated within
any boundary of the campus.”
In an email to the DTH, UNC
Media Relations Manager Kate
Luck emphasized concern across

University leadership. She also cited
free speech laws, saying “we cannot
prohibit a person from speaking on
campus because the University community does not agree with what
that person has to say or because the
speech is offensive to most people.”
Orange-Chatham District
Attorney Jim Woodall said officers have discretion when deciding
whether or not to make an arrest for
possession of a weapon on campus.
Level of cooperation with the officer,
Woodall said, may contribute to no
charges being filed.
The incident Saturday was not
the first time this year UNC Police
have exercised that discretion in
such a way.

Friday, March 22, 2019
The night Silent Sam’s base
was being removed at the order
of former Chancellor Carol Folt in
January, Gary Williamson — founder of ACTBAC N.C., a Confederate
group — rushed at one of the construction vehicles and attempted to
slash its tire with a knife, as photographed by Hosterman.
While arresting Williamson
that night, according to a News &
Observer video, the officers shouted
for the knife until one said they had
retrieved it. Williamson repeatedly
yelled that the officers themselves
were breaking the law, in reference
to a 2015 state law that set restrictions on the removal of monuments.
He received only one charge of

resisting arrest, despite his arrest
report noting he was armed with a
“lethal cutting” weapon.
Young stated to the DTH that
Williamson did not receive a weapons on campus charge because he
was using a pocket knife, which is
not illegal on campus. However, the
knife itself is not visible in any video
or photos from the night. Young did
not expand on the exclusion of any
other charges.
Williamson doubled down in
a Facebook post after his arrest,
calling the attempted tire-slash his
“rightful duty” and saying he “personally will be the first to end this
era of lawlessness” in Chapel Hill.
university@dailytarheel.com

DTH office is open TODAY
from is
9am-5pm
• DTH9:00am-5:00pm
office will re-open at 8:30 on 8/13/14
DTH office
open Mon-Fri

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

To Place a Line Classified Ad Log Onto
www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252
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Deadlines

Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication

25 Words ....... $20.00/week 25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
prior to publication
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day
B = Bedroom • BA = Bath • mo = month • hr = hour • wk = week • W/D = washer/dryer • OBO = our best offer • AC = air conditioning • w/ = with • LR = living room

For Rent
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT in Chapel Hill / Carrboro area. 1500 square feet total. 265 square
feet each. Please call 919-360-0049.

For Sale
Are you reAdy for
formAl?

OWN your complete Tuxedo for just $99! Includes Jacket, Pants, Shirt, Vest, Tie, Studs and
Cufflinks. NOT A RENTAL - you own it! Thousands to choose from, all sizes, plus Cummerbunds, Bow Ties & Accessories. Ladies we’ve
got thousands of incredible New Designer
Dresses starting at $99! 10 min from Campus
Formalwear Outlet 415 Millstone Drive in Hillsborough 919-644-8243.

Help Wanted
YARD/HOUSE MAINTENANCE. 7 acres in
woods, large pond. 15 minutes from planetarium. Damascus Church Road.) Need muscles.
Flexible hours. $13/hour. College students
preferred. Robert or Rebecca: 919-967-0138
919-967-0138

DOg LOVER? Looking for someone to stay with
our fun beagle April 2 to 17in a beautiful Chapel Hill home. $25 per day. email tbarron105@
aol.com. 919-302-6816

Support StAff Needed
Support staff needed to help an active 19 year
old teen with Autism in Durham/Chapel Hill develop leisure and academic skills, practice language, learn social, self help, and independent
skills, get exercise and go on community and
social outings. Seeking a support staff person
who will keep him engaged and have fun doing activities such as swimming, cooking, and
chores. Experience preferred, but extensive
training is provided. Supervision for ABA certification is available. This is a great opportunity
for individuals to be part of a strong behaviorbased home intervention program. A 12-25
hour commitment for a minimum of 1+ year.
Contact jillgoldstein63@gmail.com.

QUESTIONS? 962-0252

HOROSCOPES

Roommates

Help Wanted

HOUSEMATE NEEDED. Private room, bath &
entrance downstairs in split-level home near
UNC Hospitals & campus. Share laundry, dining, kitchen, den, large yard & patio. Ample
parking. Prefer non-smoker, non-red meat
eater. Share with busy professional woman.
$800 all included. Call or text 310-951-5138

If March 22nd is Your Birthday...
Explore fresh terrain this year. Steady action leads to
career advancement. Household renovations sparkle
this summer, before a work challenge grabs your
attention. A professional opportunity pays off this
winter, before family matters switch course. Share
your discoveries with the ones you love.

It’s Fast, It’s Easy!
It’s DTH Classifieds
ONLINE!

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

dailytarheel.com/classifieds
RECYCLE ME PLEASE!

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.heelshousing.com

libra (Sept. 23-oct. 22)
Today is a 9 -- Accept generous support, and
offer it when you can. Pay it forward. Keep
cash flowing in a positive direction. Make new
arrangements when needed.

taurus (April 20-may 20)
Today is a 7 -- Distractions and timeconsuming opportunities abound. Handle
an agreement that you’ve been putting off
or avoiding with a partner. get it over with.
Restore your word.

Scorpio (oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 -- Use your power responsibly.
Don’t tromp on anyone. Call if you’re going to
be late. Indulge your desire for personal time.
Pamper yourself.

Gemini (may 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 -- Don’t waste your physical
energy. Use it for exercise, to build strength
and practice movements. Your work is picking
up steam. Avoid sudden stops or starts.

Help others lead an
independent and fulfilling life!

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 -- Love blossoms when least
expected. Enjoy the company of someone attractive. You’re developing a new perspective.
Focus on the heart of the matter.

Full-time and Part-time positions
available helping individuals with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities. This opportunity is
GREAT if you’re interested in
gaining experience related to
your major/degree in nursing,
psychology, sociology, OT/PT, or
other human service fields.
On the job training is provided.
Various shifts available!
Entry-level pay starting
up to $11 per hour.
To apply visit us at
jobs.rsi-nc.org

leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 -- Pour your love into home and
family for a few days. Have patience with unpredictable circumstances. Things could seem
chaotic or disordered. Keep cleaning up.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is an 8 -- Unexpected news could
shake things up. Catch your breath. Wait for
developments before rendering judgment.
Share soothing, gentle words. Express support, kindness and understanding.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-dec. 21)
Today is a 7 -- Do the work behind the scenes
that allows for powerful action later. Sort, file
and organize. Clean and clear out clutter. Rest
and recharge your batteries.
Capricorn (dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 -- Confer with allies and friends
over the next few days. Coordinate changes
with plans. guard against impetuous moves.
Postpone expansion. Talk it over.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-feb. 18)
Today is an 8 -- New career opportunities
could include a test, challenge or puzzle. Compete for greater responsibilities and influence.
Focus, and winning is a distinct possibility.
pisces (feb. 19-march 20)
Today is an 8 -- Adventure calls. Fly away,
little bird. Your wings are missing the breeze.
Conditions are better for long-distance connections. Explore your subject from another view.
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
Linda Black Horoscopes

Earn 3 hours in 3 weeks.

The Daily Commuter Crossword Puzzle

MAYMESTER!
Check out courses at summer.unc.edu

Aries (march 21-April 19)
Today is an 8 -- Resolve financial matters with
your partner. Professional advice may come
in handy. A balanced checkbook is only one
piece of the puzzle. Tend your garden.

Nothing finer than a summer at Carolina!

Level:

1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by-3
box (in bold borders)
contains every digit 1 to 9.

Solution to last puzzle

© 2015 The Mepham Group.
All rights reserved.

ACROSS
1 Unwanted spare tire
5 African antelopes
9 Swiss skier’s milieu
13 Toil
15 Misplace
16 Jump
17 “Home __”; popular 1990
film
18 Wipe out
20 Bagpiper’s cap
21 __ Diego
23 Pressed
24 greek Orthodox artworks
26 Floor pad
27 Pet bird
29 Racetrack frequenter
32 Change to fit in
33 747, for one
35 Contented sound
37 BBQ favorites
38 Distributed the deck
39 Read over quickly
40 Internet giggle
41 Door hanger’s piece
42 Razz
43 Choose
45 Seashores
46 Cereal grain
47 Isle of __; Italian resort
48 Chevrolet sedan
51 “__ Miss”; university
nickname
52 “The __ gray Mare”
55 Mushroom
58 Nairobi’s nation
60 Hasn’t a __; is uninformed
61 __ more; again
62 Wake-up device
63 __ up; delayed
64 Word of disgust
65 Escape

DOWN
1 __ as a pancake
2 In __ land; unaware of
reality
3 Atrocious
4 “__ voyage!”
5 Narrow valleys
6 And not
7 Neighbor of Canada: abbr.
8 grit at the bottom of a liquid
9 “Little Women” author
10 Slender
11 Cracker spread
12 Ran fast
14 Vacation spot
19 Furious
22 __ day now; soon
25 Beanies
27 Rob Reiner’s dad
28 Bye in Barcelona
29 Actor Christian
30 Infrequent
31 Cut of beef
33 __-up; unable to go out
34 Fail to keep up
36 Singles
38 Stalin or Mussolini, e.g.
39 Burn slightly
41 Makes well
42 U.S. state capital
44 Rich, slangily
45 Coolidge or Ripken
47 Nat King & Natalie
48 Poison ivy symptom
49 Burrowing critter
50 Name for a Beatle
53 Early harp
54 Knighted woman
56 “Cat __ Hot Tin Roof”
57 31-day month: abbr.
59 Little folklore fellow

(C)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Friday: Men’s basketball vs. Iona at 9:20 p.m.
Saturday: Women’s lacrosse vs. Boston College at noon
Saturday: Women’s basketball vs. California at 3:30 p.m.

Breaking down UNC’s first-round opponent
By Chris Hilburn-Trenkle
The No. 1 seed North Carolina
men’s basketball team opens up
NCAA Tournament play with a
matchup against the No. 16 seed
Iona Gaels on Friday night in the
Midwest Region.
Here’s what you need to know
about Iona before the opening tip in
Columbus, Ohio.

game. He also averages 15.5 points
per game on the season.
Asante Gist is the other Gaels
guard who averages double figures
in scoring. The 5-foot-11 senior led
the Gaels in scoring in the final two
games of the MAAC Tournament
and scored 22 points in consecutive
double-digit wins.
In addition to those three players,
Ben Perez and Isaiah Still also average
more than seven points per game.

Strong guard play

Negligence on defense

Five of Iona’s top six scorers are
guards, led by E.J. Crawford and
Rickey McGill. The two guards led
Iona to the Metro Atlantic Athletic
Conference regular season and tournament titles and were named to the
All-MAAC First Team.
Crawford boasts a team-high 17.9
points per game and ranks second on
the team with 5.1 rebounds.
McGill, a 6-foot-2 senior, is the
team’s primary playmaker and ranks
first on the team with five assists per

While the Gaels have a multitude
of players who can score the ball,
they do not fare as well on the defensive side of the floor, something that
does not bode well against UNC.
Iona has the No. 278 defense in
the country, allowing 75.6 points per
game. The Gaels have allowed 80
points or more 13 times this season.
Meanwhile, North Carolina has
one of the top offenses in the country.
The Tar Heels can score in bunches, evidenced by their No. 3 scoring

Sports Editor
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First-year guard Coby White (2) pushes pass defenders for a layup against
Louisville in the quarterfinals of the ACC tournament on Thursday, March 14.

offense in the country. UNC averages 86.1 points per game and has
three players that score more than
14 points a game.

Low production on the glass
Perhaps the most foreboding statistic for Iona against UNC is the
team’s efficiency on the glass. The
Gaels average just 34.4 rebounds per
game, good for 228th in the nation.
Unfortunately for them, the team
they are playing is quite the opposite.
UNC leads the nation in
rebounding at 43.6 boards per
game. Six-foot-9 Tajuan Agee, the
Gaels’ best big man, is putting up
strong numbers with 8.1 rebounds
per game. However, he will have his
hands full with forwards Garrison
Brooks and Luke Maye. The two
have averaged a combined 16.1
rebounds this season and could
put up numbers higher than their
average against Iona.
@christrenkle2
sports@dailytarheel.com

Breaking down UNC’s potential second-round opponents
By Jack Frederick
Assistant Sports Editor

With a win against No. 16 seed
Iona Friday, the North Carolina
men’s basketball team will start the
journey toward the national championship game in Minneapolis.If the
Tar Heels beat the Gaels, one of two
tough opponents in Washington or
Utah State will await. Here’s how the
potential second-round opponents
shape up in the Midwest Region:

No. 8 seed Utah State (286, 15-3 Mountain West
Conference)
After capturing the last spot in
the final AP top 25 poll, Utah State
is making its 21st appearance in the
NCAA Tournament.
This season, Utah State has outscored opponents by more than 12
points per game, on average. With
an upcoming matchup against
Washington, the Aggies hope to capture their first tournament win since
2001. The good news? Utah State
enters the NCAA Tournament on a
10-game winning streak.

Two players to watch
On a young team, junior guard
Sam Merrill has been the Aggies leading scorer (21.2 points per game). The
6-foot-5-inch Mountain West Player

of the Year also leads the team in
3-pointers made, assists and minutes
played, and will be at the center of any
success it sees in March.
First-year center Neemias Queta
has also stood out for the Aggies this
season, setting a new single-season
school record with 82 blocks — more
than 80 whole teams this season.
In a m at c h u p a g a i n s t t h e
much-smaller Tar Heels, the 6-foot-11inch Portugal native could also wreak
havoc, much like Texas A&M big men
did in the Round of 32 last season. As
the Mountain West Defensive Player
of the Year, Queta commands the low
block and leads the team in rebounding (8.9 per game).

No. 9 seed Washington (26-8,
15-3 Pac-12)

Strengths and weaknesses

Sophomore guard Jaylen Nowell
has a dependable skillset that
makes him a threat every time he
steps on the court. As the Huskies
leading scorer this season at 16.2
points per game, the Pac-12 Player
of the Year has had 10 20-point
performances this season while
scoring in double-figures in 19 of
the team’s last 21 games.
Senior guard Matisse Thybulle is
just as lethal for the Huskies, but
on the other end of the floor. As a
lockdown defender, Thybulle is a
two-time Pac-12 Defensive Player
of the Year. He has 117 steals and
77 blocks this season and poses a
threat to UNC shooters getting in a
rhythm out on the perimeter.

Utah State ranks among the top
20 teams in the nation in 10 categories, including sixth in rebound margin, eighth in defensive rebounds per
game and ninth in field goal percentage defense.
With Merrill and Queta as the
only players averaging double-digit points this season, offensive production drops off quickly — and
the other three starters and bench
players defer to their teammates for
most of the production.
If UNC can limit the effectiveness of Merrill and Queta, Utah
State will have a massive problem
on its hands for making up the gap
on the offensive end.

This season, Washington was the
best team in what was a weakened
Pac-12 conference.
The Huskies will be making their
first appearance in the tournament
since the 2010-11 season this year.
Away from home, though, at neutral site or away games, the team
had a mediocre 11-7 record. As the
team will be playing on the road
from now on, a big challenge awaits
the Huskies in the Midwest Region
to represent the top of the Pac-12.

Two players to watch

DTH FILE/SHEPARD BARNES
UNC graduate guard Cameron Johnson (13) celebrates after a play against
Gonzaga in the Dean Dome Saturday, Dec. 29, 2-18. UNC won 103-90.

Strengths and weaknesses
Washington hasn’t had many
blowout wins this season, and likely won’t advance in the tournament
that way either. While outscoring
opponents by more than five points
per game, on average, the Huskies
are far from the most explosive
offensive team still playing.
Washington forces 16.2 turnovers

per game, on average, while limiting
opponents to a collective 41.4 field
goal percentage in 2019.
If Washington faces the Tar Heels,
it’ll try to get back on track by slowing down the UNC offense with its
zone defense after finishing on a 4-3
skid in the final games headed into
the tournament.
sports@dailytarheel.com

Barnes, Ellington and Green all having successful seasons
By Jared McMasters
Staff Writer

With the NBA playoffs just over
three weeks away, several former
North Carolina basketball standouts
are looking to finish the regular season on a high note.

Harrison Barnes
The Kings — who are about to
wrap up their best season in over a
decade — spent a good portion of the
year looking as though they might
be able to sneak their way into the
playoffs for the first time since the
2005-06 season. Alas, Sacramento
has dropped 10 of its last 14 games
and all signs are pointing toward

finishing as the ninth seed in the
Western Conference.
One of the few bright spots
during this recent skid has been the
newly acquired Barnes, who was a
starter for the Tar Heels when the
team made it to the Elite Eight of
the NCAA Tournament in both
2011 and 2012.
Barnes has wasted no time
getting adjusted to his new team
in Sacramento since the Dallas
Mavericks traded him back in early
February. The NBA champion has
posted at least 15 points in each of
his last five games and at least 20
in three of his last eight, shooting
38 percent from beyond the arc for
his new team.

Wayne Ellington
Another former Tar Heel sharpshooter to change cities last month
was Ellington, the new Detroit
Pistons shooting guard.
Since the acquisition of
Ellington, the Pistons are 11-5
with four of those losses coming
to teams currently poised to make
postseason appearances.
Over his last four games, Ellington
is seeing about 28 minutes of action
per game and the transition to a new
organization clearly hasn’t affected
his shooting touch.
During the course of that fourgame span, Ellington has shot 47.5
percent from the field while knocking down 44 percent of his 3-point-

ers. His most recent performance
featured seven made 3-pointers en
route to putting up 25 points against
the Cavaliers.
It will be interesting to see what
Ellington can contribute to the Pistons
in what is soon be the third postseason
run of his 10-year NBA career.

Danny Green
Speaking of the playoffs, Green is
in a great position to make another
deep run in the postseason. The 2009
NCAA champion hasn’t been to the
NBA Finals since he did so with the
San Antonio Spurs in 2014, but that
could change in the coming months.
With 10 games remaining on their
regular season schedule, the Toronto

Raptors are just two games behind
the Milwaukee Bucks for first place
in the Eastern Conference.
Green’s season with the Raptors
has been nothing short of successful.
Throughout this year, Green is posting his third-best points per game
average of his career, second-best
rebounds per game average of his
career and he has a chance to set a
career-high for 3-point shooting percentage in a season.
Over his last three games, Green
is averaging 14 points, four rebounds
and 3.7 assists per game, while justifying his selection to this year’s
3-point contest by shooting 57 percent from downtown.
@DTHSports
sports@dailytarheel.com

